the publishing scene in early modern london was seething with printed compilations of Augustinian devotions. these travelled under the titles St. Augustine's Meditations, St. Augustine's Soliloquies, and St. Augustine's Manual, and were either issued together as a single volume, or sold as three independent publications. the material contained in these volumes aided the practice of private devotion by providing exemplary prayers and meditations on set topics, as well as sequences of confessional and homiletic material, prayer, and scriptural exegesis. the popularity of the collection is attested to by over eighty latin and vernacular editions printed in the 1500s-1600s throughout europe, and twenty-seven translated editions printed in england from the 1550s to the 1640s alone.1
What makes the story of the Augustinian triptych so curious is that it was not, in fact, written by Augustine. its authorship is best defined as compilatory, as it brings together materials gathered from Augustine's Confessions, a number of medieval meditative sources, and the Bible. yet this inauthentic devotional Augustine fashioned by the apocrypha played a significant role in the belated publication of Augustine's authentic works in translation. As it happened, decades before Augustine was introduced onto the english scene with the 1608 translation of the City of God and the 1620 translation of the Confessions, Pseudo-Augustine had not only achieved considerable popularity,2 but managed to embroil itself in a controversy that attracted the attention of prominent theologians, both Catholic and Protestant.
this essay examines the publishing history of the Pseudo-Augustinian compilation and the controversy surrounding its adaptation from Catholic sources to Protestantism. My interest is in demonstrating that Augustine beyond his books was intimately tied with devotional Pseudo-Augustine, to the point that for the early modern lay reader the two were hardly separable.
Authentic Augustine Meets His Apocryphal Relation
to understand why Augustine came to be the accidental "author" of a collection of exercises in affective piety that he never wrote, we need to bear in mind that it was the product of a culture whose models of authorship vary significantly from our own. the apocryphal Meditations, Soliloquies and Manual illustrate an evolution of textual practices that separates our own perception of the author as a singular and authentic agent from medieval authorship by participation in a multi-centennial collective of contributors. essentially, Pseudo-Augustine is the product of an age that valued continuity and promoted innovation by establishing ties with it with authority ( fig. 1) 
